
 

 

Look Back at Our History: Rabbi Herbert Bronstein,  Rabbi and Senior Scholar  

By Ellen Katz Block 

 

NSCI is blessed with a history of incredible clergy.  I am regularly humbled every time I think of the legacy that came 
before me.  To that end, Rabbi Bronstein stands out both as a scholar but more importantly as a rabbi who cared and still 
cares deeply about people bringing Judaism into their lives actively and meaningfully, no matter the age. He left an 
indelible imprint on many generations of our NSCI family, one that still endures today—a true blessing." 

                 Rabbi Wendi Geffen, May 2021  

"In my 22 years at NSCI I've learned so much from the rich traditions, liturgy and 
relationships that Rabbi Bronstein created during his tenure, and by his dedication to our 
community even in his retirement." 

               Rabbi Lisa Greene, May 2021 

 

Following the scholarly and imposing presence of Rabbi Edgar Siskin was going to present a 
challenge to any rabbinical candidate for NSCI. In spring of 1972, teams were dispatched by 
the NSCI Board of Trustees to visit and screen various applicants; thus, Bill Katz and Bob 
Hess found themselves in Rochester, New York, where the rabbi of 15 years, Herbert 
Bronstein, was leading his congregants at B’rith Kodesh. Noticing two unfamiliar faces 
among the attendees at the service, Rabbi Bronstein approached them afterwards, had a conversation, and, 
subsequently, agreed to visit North Shore Congregation Israel to consider the position of Rabbi at that well-known and 
respected congregation. Fortunately for us, the visit became a permanent position and NSCI acquired as rabbi another 
towering intellect, a prestigious leader of the Reform movement, a shaper of its liturgy, and… a Shakespeare scholar of 
some renown. In our Board minutes, it was reported that Rabbi Robert Samuels, a former Assistant Rabbi of our 
congregation, considered Rabbi Bronstein to be one of the outstanding men of this generation and said it would be most 
fortunate for NSCI if he were to become its rabbi. A similar reaction was reported from a conversation with the 
superintendent of the Board of Jewish Education. The year was 1972; Rabbi Bronstein was 42 years old. 

Although candidates for the position of Rabbi at NSCI were not supposed to give a sermon, Rabbi Bronstein was invited 
“to say a few words” to the exceptionally large crowd who attended the Friday night service when he visited. Having 
absolutely no idea that there had been a schism in the congregation connected to Rabbi Siskin’s retirement and 
successor, Rabbi Bronstein spoke about what a rabbi and a congregation should be. He emphasized three ideas—
community, program, and a sense of sanctity—that one opens doors through one’s personal life to the realm of the 
sacred—holy relationships, holy places, and holy times. It was just what the congregation needed to hear. 

When Rabbi Bronstein first arrived at NSCI, he did not receive a very warm welcome from Rabbi Siskin. Yet, over the 
years, Rabbi Bronstein and NSCI’s former Assistant Rabbi Harold Kudan, who by then had become rabbi of Am Shalom at 
NSCI’s former building in Glencoe, became congenial colleagues. Their sons, David Kudan and Danny Bronstein, became 
particularly good friends; both “boys” are now rabbis, as is Rabbi Bronstein’s daughter, Deborah. 

Herbert Bronstein was born on March 1, 1930 in Cincinnati, Ohio, the middle child and second son of Morris and Lillian 
(nee Weisberg) Bronstein. His upbringing and education were centered around Cincinnati. He attended Avondale Public 
School, Waller Hills High School (a private college prep school) and the University of Cincinnati where, in 1952, he 
earned a B.A in history and, in 1953, a master’s degree, both times with high honors. He did graduate work at the 
University of Chicago for a year and then entered Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati where he earned a bachelor’s 



 

 

degree in Hebrew Letters in 1954, again with the highest distinction and, subsequently, a master’s degree in Hebrew 
Letters with high honors in 1956. Clearly, NSCI was getting a scholar! 

Rabbi Bronstein’s father, Morris was a traditional and knowledgeable Jew who had come to the United States at the age 
of 15 or 16. His own education was at the “gimnasium” in Russia where he had a “heavy duty” Jewish upbringing, as 
Rabbi Bronstein described it. The family always had books in their home and joined a conservative congregation when 
they arrived in Cincinnati. Rabbi Bronstein cites two major influences on his decision to become a rabbi. One was 

Emanuel Gameron who became education director of the Union of 
American Hebrew Congregations, the lay arm of the Jewish Reform movement; 
the other was Rabbi Eliezer Silver, a powerful, charismatic figure who was 
President of the Union of Orthodox Rabbis of the U.S. and Canada and among 
American Jewry's foremost religious leaders. His wife liked to talk to Rabbi 
Bronstein’s mother, Lilian. These two prominent scholars, along with just the 
“Jewish atmosphere” which radiated from the Hebrew Union College into the 
surrounding Cincinnati community, his own conservative upbringing, and the 
affinity he had for religion, even as a child, determined Rabbi Bronstein’s 
future. The University of Cincinnati’s Department of Modern European History 
wanted him to get a PhD and teach, but the pull of religion was stronger. He 
was ordained as a rabbi in 1957. 

Following his postings at pulpits as a rabbinical student, Rabbi Bronstein’s career in the rabbinate began at Temple B’rith 
Kodesh in Rochester New York where he served for 16 years (1957-1972). While there, he also taught the History of 
Religions at the University of Rochester, founded the Institute of Pastoral Counseling in cooperation with the 
Department of Psychiatry at the medical school of that same university and served as chairman of the Jewish 
Community Relations Council.  

In addition to the warm and friendly attitude of the congregation and Board of Trustees at NSCI, Rabbi Bronstein’s 
beloved wife, Tamar, was from Chicago and wanted to return there, which, in part, influenced the Bronsteins’ decision 
to make the move to Glencoe with their three children, Deborah, Miriam and Daniel. The congregation, at the time, was 
still very “classical Reform,” according to Bronstein, that is to say, there was a general level of ritual knowledge centered 
in the rabbi who “safeguarded” the traditions of Judaism while congregants were less actively engaged. Rabbi Bronstein 
felt the Yamasaki building on Glencoe’s lakefront was both “awesome” and “exclusive,” steering people away from 
participation in Jewish practice. His goal was to create and build a truly welcoming environment, one more informal and 
accessible than it had been. He wanted to bring dignity and warmth to a sense of community and greater involvement. 
To that end, he tried to learn everyone’s names and a little about them, meeting in small groups with people to get to 
know them as individuals. He and Tamar, who, he says, loved being a rabbi’s wife and was always very patient, often 
invited people into their home. Liturgy was a primary foundation of Jewish worship, but one that had to be open and 
available to all. Teaching the congregation to share in the worship service was a “skill” Rabbi Bronstein had to instill in 
the congregation. He did this by fostering programs that created a sense of community and by involving the young 
people of the congregation. 

One of Rabbi Bronstein’s many contributions to NSCI’s rich congregational life was to institute two now beloved 
weekend retreats for teens. He felt strongly that young people were old enough to have a high degree of autonomy in 
their Jewish education and developed that concept with the students themselves. The Jeffrey Lasky Memorial Arts 
Retreat in the fall enables teens to explore their Jewish identity through artistic expression and has produced some 
thought provoking and beautiful artwork. The Elaine N. Sherman Karav Retreat in the spring is a four-day identity 
retreat, planned and implemented entirely by the teen group. The Karav group chooses its own leadership, schedule, 
and subject matter. Sometimes the group wanted more religion and study than Rabbi Bronstein considered good for 
them; he wanted them to have more ‘hang time’ and fun together.   



 

 

The retreats have featured a semi-formal atmosphere on Shabbat. The young men would dress up, bring the women 
flowers and all would walk together singing into the dining area where they said the traditional blessings and shared a 
meal. Karavagrams (jokes) were a “big deal” while at the same time, many of the discussion topics over the weekend 
were deep. In preparing material for our Bulletin articles, Merle Branner, our NSCI archivist, has interviewed many 
people from NSCI who went into religious careers as rabbis, cantors or in the field of Jewish education. Every one of 
them, says Merle, named the retreats, the Karav program and the rabbis and cantors connected with them over the 
years as a major influence in their decision to pursue their professions.  

 In addition to his tireless support of the many enriching activities which were happening at NSCI, Rabbi Bronstein was 
instrumental in initiating other important programs. The Bernice and Seymour Nordenburg Memorial Scholar in 
Residence Weekend and the Torah of Life Award, of which Elaine Frank was one of the first recipients, were also started 
under his guidance. Carol Gutter, former President of the Sisterhood (now Women of NSCI) recalls the friendship she 
and her late husband had with Rabbi Bronstein and Tamar. Her husband, Larry, had a rare book collection of over 9000 
editions, now housed at the University of Illinois Chicago campus, in which Rabbi Bronstein took special interest. She 
praises Rabbi Bronstein for his energy in supporting everything from the 
challah baking class to the Antiques shows even amidst all his other 
responsibilities.   

Tamar, always energetic and active, brought music to life at NSCI. A 
published poet, throughout her life, she also composed, arranged, and 
published Jewish music. She became our congregation’s Music Director, 
a position she had developed as Music Director at B’rith Kodesh in 
Rochester, and worked with our NSCI organist Paul Vander Weele to 
expand the musical offerings for our services. She also started both a 
congregational choir and an instrumental group at NSCI. 

             Rabbi Herbert Bronstein & Tamar Bronstein  

When Rabbi Bronstein arrived at NSCI, there were two staffs and two buildings to manage. Services were held in the 
new building on Sheridan Road, but everything else took place at the old building on Vernon Avenue. Eventually, of 
course, NSCI merged into one location and one staff but all was not copacetic.  There were building issues to contend 
with. In the main sanctuary, the roof leaked, the sound system was faulty, and the sanctuary was exceptionally large and 
not conducive to the warm community ambiance that Rabbi Bronstein wanted to cultivate. He supported the notion of 
adding a smaller sanctuary to our campus. The decision was made to create an entirely new feeling for the small 
sanctuary; thus, the Chicago firm of Beebee Babcock was hired. The cornerstone, in this case a centerstone, for the new 
sanctuary was Rabbi Bronstein’s idea. In all of history, sanctuaries had to be built at the “center of the world” to 
connect, through an opening at the top, with the heavens. Many of our worship services, particularly on Saturday 
mornings, are held in a circle around this center. Buried in our centerstone are documents about NSCI, Reform Judaism, 
a constitution of the congregation, the names of all Board members, rabbis and cantors who had served the 
congregation in the past as well as the current composition of the Board and clergy at the time of the synagogue’s 
construction.   

Issues of the times during Rabbi Bronstein’s tenure encompassed the Viet Nam war and anti-war movement, the civil 
rights movement, the on-going cold war and space race, and sentiment pro and against Israel. Bronstein says he was 
always very anti-war and felt the U.S. involvement in Viet Nam was a big political mistake. He also believed in civil rights, 
describing himself as “left of center” which some people in the congregation did not like. He, in turn, felt critical of some 
of them who owned property in the city of Chicago and were “red-lining,” i.e., keeping blacks out. He was friendly with 
Jesse Jackson about whom he admits to mixed feelings as Reverend Jackson was doing positive things for the community 
but was critical, at times, of Jews. Rabbi Bronstein’s sermon about the loss of MLK, delivered when he was in Rochester, 
and his sermon right after 9/11, delivered at NSCI, are profound, moving and housed at the American Jewish Archives in 



 

 

Cincinnati along with many of his other writings. Most of his enormous body of work, however, is contained within our 
own Ruthie and Bill Katz Archives. 

To elucidate his own knowledge and receive essential input, Rabbi Bronstein met with all the past NSCI Presidents once 
a month, soliciting their views. He valued their thoughts and the understanding of why the Board had done the things it 
had done in the past. 

His compassion and depth of feeling were and, of course, still are sincere. Rabbi Bronstein said that yizkor services and 
eulogies have always been extremely difficult for him, exhausting and draining, because he feels a family’s loss so 
deeply. He would spend at least two sessions with a family before a funeral service, listening intently to what people 
said. He never wrote down what their words were; he just remembered how they described the person he was to 
eulogize and spoke from his few notes. Our Ruthie and Bill Katz Archives contains most of these notes. 

There was a small group within the congregation that was very social-action oriented. Rabbi Bronstein, who was always 
active in civil rights groups in Chicago and was honored by them, was able to obtain speakers such as Martin Luther King, 
Jr.’s father who came to talk at our synagogue. 

Rabbi Bronstein describes Cantor Landsman as “the dearest man,” an exceptionally good cantor with musical ability and 
a cantorial spirit. Cantor Landsman’s family and Rabbi Bronstein’s both came from the same province, Zhitomir, in 
western Ukraine as did Rabbi Siskin’s. Under Rabbi Siskin, the cantor remained hidden behind the bimah or singing from 
the balcony; Rabbi Bronstein made the decision to bring him out in front of the congregation which greatly changed the 
nature of our congregation’s connection to the music. 

As the congregation grew, the need for additional clergy grew as well. Eleven assistant rabbis served under Rabbi 
Bronstein, each bringing distinctive strengths and interests to the position. At this time, too, lay NSCI congregants 
became readers during our services; Judy Geleerd began her yearly rendition of the Book of Jonah at High Holidays. 
Rabbi Bronstein also crafted the format of our Saturday morning minyan service which Arvey Wolke loved to lead. 

When asked what he would like people to know about him, Rabbi Bronstein said that he wanted to be known as a nice, 
warm, friendly human being. He feels his most important contribution to NSCI was to transition the congregation from 
the Classical Reform model of the late 1800s to the meaningful and participatory worship service—a moving, sharing 
experience of joint prayer together—that it is today. Teaching and exploring the ideas of the Torah and the texts of 
various Rabbis with others has always also been of paramount importance to him. “What do these words mean?” “What 
can we learn here that has relevance for us today?” As a Shakespeare scholar of some prominence, Bronstein finds 
similar questions in the great playwright’s work. There is always something new to discover and discuss. 

It is, of course, not surprising that Rabbi Bronstein has kept up with scholarship, writing and publishing numerous 
articles. His academic and religious achievements are numerous. To enumerate a few, as listed by the Encyclopaedia 
Judaica and NSCI’s own biography of him, Rabbi Bronstein was the editor of the Reform movement’s A Passover 
Haggadah which has been called “a modern liturgical classic;” he also edited the Five Scrolls, a prayer book for festival 
worship. He served as Chairman of the Liturgy Committee of the Central Conference of American Rabbis and Chairman 
of the Joint Commission on Worship of American Reform Judaism. He was also President of both the Chicago Association 
of Reform Rabbis and the Chicago Board of Rabbis. He taught comparative religion for fifteen years at Lake Forest 
College and has also taught courses in the history and philosophy of religion at the University of Rochester, 
Northwestern University, the University of Illinois at Chicago, and at Oakton Community College. He has lectured at 
congregations and universities all over the U.S. and abroad, was a visiting scholar at Oxford University in England and 
scholar-in-residence at Hebrew Union College Jewish Institute of Religion, and at the Shakespeare Festival in Stratford, 
Ontario. 

Always active in interfaith relationships, Rabbi Bronstein instituted several ecumenical organizations on local, regional, 
and international levels. He founded and was first Vice-President of the Council of Religious Leaders of Metropolitan 



 

 

Chicago, and, with Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, established the Catholic-Jewish Dialogue and later, the Midwest 
Conference on Conscience, under the joint sponsorship of the Religious Action Center of the Union of American Hebrew 
Congregations and the Board of the Joseph Cardinal Bernardin Center. He was also a founder, member, and trustee of 
the Council for the Parliament of World Religions, as well as co-chair of the Jewish-Muslim dialogue under the 
Parliament’s auspices. He was Chairman of the joint Central Conference of American Rabbis - Union of American Hebrew 
Congregations Commission of Worship and a member of those organizations’ joint Social Action Committee. He received 
the Isaac Mayer Wise Award for contributions to Reform Judaism and was designated Distinguished Alumnus of the Year 
2000 at McMicken College of Arts and Sciences of the University of Cincinnati. 

Rabbi Bronstein currently leads a weekly worship service at the Mather Home in Evanston where he lives and is a regular 
lecturer for Common Ground and OASIS in Chicago. Needless to say, perhaps, he also continues his own pursuit of study 
and enlightenment which he is eager to share in discussion with others. A senior scholar indeed! 
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